
STEP BY STEP GUIDE AND 
HARDWARE SETUP FOR SMOOTHCOMP



1.

2.

4.

Connect all devices to Internet and log 
in with your organizer account. 
 
We recommend using:  
- Google Chrome for all browsers 
- At least 1 megabit in bandwidth speed 
and about 1 gigabyte in total amount of 
data during an event with  about 800 
fighters.  
 
Before the event you need to login with 
your demo account and run tests 
(scoreboard etc) to make sure that your 
hardware works as expected.

Go to your event and prepare each 
device for what it is suppose to show.

Devices for scoring points should be at 
the ”brackets” and  ”view mat” view. 
 
After a fight is finished just press ”next 
fight” to get the next fight in line.

5.

6.

Devices for showing all the brackets 
should be at the ”brackets” view with 
”TV mode” activated.

Devices for showing the 6 upcoming 
fights on each mat should be at the 
”current matches” tab with ”TV 
mode” activated.

7. Devices for the weigh-in on the same 
day should be at the ”find matches ” 
view. 
 
Then mark each fighter ready to go as 
they show up in the line.3.

Connect all devices to a TV screen. For 
ipads, download the app ”Air browser” 
if you want to display one view in full 
screen 1080 p. 8. Devices for the medalceremony should 

be at the ”results” view with ”TV 
mode” activated.  
 
One person should be connected to the 
same view from another device and 
press publish to transport the results 
from the results tab to the podium.



Any tablet or computer works. Connect to Internet 
and then use a hdmi cable and connect to a TV. If 
you use ipads, install the app ”Air Browser” for 
fullscreen

TV setup for the table by the mat.  
 
- Person nr 1 runs the device used for scoring the 
fights 
- Person nr 2 runs the scoresheet for crossreference



Optimal TV setup for the fighters by the 
bullpen  
(waiting area)  
 
- TV 1 to the left shows the ”current matches” 
tab. 
- TV 2 to the right shows the ”brackets” tab.



Optimal TV setup for the medal podium  
 
- TV 1 shows the medalpodium view (picture 
1)  
- TV 2 (if available) shows the best academy & 
team (picture 2) 
 
Crew are logged in to Smoothcomp and the 
”results” tab. When a weightclass in finished 
it will show in the results tab. Just press 
"publish” to show the names on the screen.



Mat 3Mat 2Mat 1

Connect one device to each TV and score the fights with the 
intergrated scoreboard. 

Bullpen 
(fighters waiting)

Medalceremony


